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Girls Triple in New Dorms
Tomorrow; SPPC Decides
Against Seniors on 6-4 Vote
On November 10, the Student Personnel Policy Committee, (S.P.P.C.) decided
that the women students would move into the new dorms upon completion. This de
cision was reached after more than six hours of deliberation by the committee. The
final vote was six yes and four no in favor of the girls moving first.
The precendent which states that one-third of the committee members voting against an issue
force re consideration was set aside. This was done because a deadlock situation would have in
evitably occurred if more balloting was held. In the event of a deadlock, the committee could have
turned the matter over to the administration Council. However, the committee agreed full respons
ibility for its decision to have the women move first, and thereby allowed the six-four vote to carry.
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Anniversary Committee
Meets with President
Recently, Father Georges or
ganized a committee to select
"appropriate means" to celebrate
the 65th Anniversary of Assump
tion College. The committee was
composed of both concerned senior
students and faculty members.
Among the first plans of cele
bration were speeches by both Mc
George Bundy and Senator Edmund
Muskie. However, these speeches
were somehow "cancelled" much
to the disappointment of the com
mittee. At this point, the commit
tee seemed to temporarily loose
direction.
After speaking to a member of
the committee, the general feeling
of its members is that this "can

cellation" is but one more of the
"shallow promises" made by the
administration to the students.
However, now under the appointed
leadership of Dr. Marion, (but
still under the auspices of Fr.
Bissonnette) the committee is
planning to make this the last of
these "shallow promises."
On Wednesday, November 19, the
newly organized committee had a
meeting with Fr. Bissonnette to
discuss new, serious proposals
for the future of Assumption Col
lege.
Results of this meeting were
not known at the time that the
PROVOCATEUR went to press.

Soc. Committee Earns
$2,000 on JA Concert
The Social Committee has real groups as the Airplane. They will
ized a profit of approximately also plan one-show concerts inthe
$2,000 from the Jefferson Air future, according to Bourque.
plane Concert, according to Chair
The Social Committee is now
man Dan Bourque. This is the first
time that such a "big name" trying to "get away from hard
concert was held on the Assump rock" and are concentrating on
"up and coming" entertainers in
tion campus.
Although the night was a finan the $6,000 to $9,000 range, said
cial success. Bourque pointed out Bourque. "We are looking for en
that it was by no means trouble- tertainers who will give exciting
free. Problems such as the traf and stimulating performances, and
fic tie-up, the need to extend the we only hope the students will
gym stage the night before in or trust our judgment and support
der to accomodate the Airplane our efforts."
and their equipment, and the gen
eral confusion of sponsoring two
Although future concerts have
shows in one night detracted from not yet been decided upon, pros
the overal success of the concert. p e c t s i n c l u d e L a u r a N y r o , T h e
Because of these problems, fu Youngbloods, and Ten Years Af
ture Social Committee plans will ter, Jethro Tuli or The Chicago
not include such "big name" Transit Authority.

The women will begin moving at
12 p.m. on Saturday, November 22.
They must completely vacate
Alumni Hall by Saturday night so
that the men are able to move in
on Sunday morning, November 23.
Temporarily, there will be three
women living in double rooms and
two women in single rooms until
the second of the new dorms is
completed.
cont. pg. 4, col. 5

SGA Motion.. Students
on Board of Trustees
The Student Government Association has passed a res
olution calling for two students and two faculty members to
be placed on the Board of Trustees. The motion was passed
unanimously at the November 13th meeting of the S.G.A.
At the sugestion of President Charles Harvey, the Sen
ators agreed to circulate a petition among the college com
munity to indicate student and faculty support for the mo
tion.
Harvey then announced that Vice

Sophomores Refute,
Accept Doim Decision
The Sophomore Class met on Monday, November 17th,
to discuss the decision of the of the Student Personnel Po
licy regarding the transfer of the women residents to the
dorms on the hill, and, more particularly, the Senior option
to occupy the room of their choice'in Founder Hall.
The meeting, which was held
in the Junior Common Room, was
called by Sophomore Larry MarineUi.
Most of the meeting was taken
up with personal complaints of the
Sophomores, many of them claim
ing that "no one could make us
move out of our rooms."
Although Founders Hall is not
normally reserved for Sopho
mores, the delay in the comple
tion of the new dorms made the
tripling up of underclassmen ne
cessary there, as well as in Desautel Hall.
When asked by Marinelli, many
of the Sophomores said they be
lieved they were assigned to.Founders Hall because they paid their
guarrantee fee at an early date.
MarineUi presented the fol
lowing proposals to the Sopho
mores:
1) Revoke the decision of the
Student Personnel Policy Comm

ittee and move the Seniors to
the new dorms. Base priorities
on present residence. Rooms which
are then available should be dis
tributed by class seniority.
2) Base priorities on present
on present residence. Move Fre
shmen to "A dorm" and move the
girls to the new dorms.
3) Move the Sophomores in Foun
ders HaU to "A dorm". Fresh
men men remain in "B dorm,"
while Freshmen women moved to
new dorms. Seniors move in to
vacant rooms in Founders HaU.
The third proposal was accepted
by the majority of Sophomores,
with only two Sophomores voting
to stay in Founders HaU.
There was a concern on the
part of many Sophomores for the
Freshmen men, now located in
"B dorm." However, one spokes
man for the class stated that "the
Freshmen are not reaUy concerned
where they live, so long as their
class is not divided.

President BiU Humbert had or
ganized a committee to establish
a Student Union on campus. The
S.G.A. officiaUy sanctioned this
committee.
The Senate then recommended
that the S.G.A. Academic Affairs
Committee consider the foUowing
problems:
L Present and future Student/
Professor ratio.
2. Classroom facUities for 19
70-71
3. Course offerings
Two resolutions were then pas
sed by the Senators:
1. That the Library remain open
an hour later each day, and that
K13 remain open aU night (as
promised by the administration
in a letter to students last sum
mer).
2. That the administration sub
mit a written report to the aca
demic community, describing what
improvements will be made as a
result of the $400 tuition increase,
and additional avenues of financial
aid.
FinaUy, the Student Government
Association passed a motion re
commending that minutes of the
Student Personnel Policy Commit
tee meetings be made available
to aU members of the S.G.A. and
to the class presidents.
»
In a letter to S.G.A. Secretary
BUI
Humbert, President Fr.
Georges Bissonnette stated "Con
cerning the inclusion on the Board
cont. pg. 7, col. 1

Parietals Favored by SPPC;
Experimental Period Favored

The Student Personnel Policy
Committee met on November 13th
to review the parietal held on the
weekend of the Jefferson Airplane
Concert and to discuss the possibUity of permanent parietals. Par
ietals held the weekend of Novem
ber 7-9 were considered very
successful and showed the admin
istration the maturity and sense
of responsibUity of Assumption
students.
Parietals on a permanent basis
were also discussed. Both t h e
administration, faculty and stu
dents on the Committee felt that
there is a definite need for parie
tals. Assumption is faced by a lack
of facUities. The College does not
meet the need of students both male
and female to study together. These
'study areas' do not exist. Lounges
in the dorms do not serve this
purpose. Students have absolutely
GRACE SLICK during the Airplane Concert, November 8th, Sn the
uv opiated place where they can
gym. See pages 6 and 8.
go to talk in private. Tutoring

students and finding an appropriate
place to accomplish this exempli
fies another reason for the need
of parietals. With parietals, tutor
ing can be done in one's individual
room.
Many students that took advan
tage of the weekend of November
7-9 said that through parietals,
they were able to get to know In
dividuals more personaUy by just
being able to talk to them privately
Parietals on a weekend basis
would result in mainly a social
atmosphere and eliminate any kind
of educational one, therefore, the
Student Personnel Policy Commit
tee has proposed the idea of parie
tals on a seven day basis. T h e
Sophomores' petition suggested the
foUowing hours:
Monday - Thursday 3-9 p.m.; Fri
day 3-12 p.m.; Saturday 12-12p.m.;
Sunday 1-9 p.m.
The major concensus of the
Committee was that weekday and

weekend parietals would be better.
The Committee suggested that
these full time parietals be set
up on an experimental basis for
three reasons:
1. A period of two months would
be considered the experimental
period. This would give the stu
dents ample time to adjust.
2. The students must be aware
that this wiU be on an experi
mental basis and their efforts in
making them work wiU result in
permanent parietals.
3. When this two month period
is over the Committee wiU review
the situation and propose perman
ent parietals.
The times for parietals can be
fluctuated within each dorm. The
proposal written up wiU contain
the sanctions and the process by
which they wiU be enforced. If
aU goes smoothly we wiU have
parietals
very
shortly after
Thanksgiving vacation.
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The LaPlante Report
Assumption College is about to begin the biggest capital
fund drive in its history. With the projected needs of the
expanded college community in mind, Fr. Georges and the
Board of Trustees have co-ordinated a fund-raising cam
paign that would help meet the financial costs of both pres
ent and future expansion plans.
To "kick off" this fund-raising campaign, the Public
Affairs Department was assigned to compile a special
advertising supplement to the the Worcester Sunday Tele
gram, celebrating the 65th anniversary of the college.
As students faced with a four-hundred dollar tuition
increase next year, we appreciate the reasons why such a
report was necessary. We cannot, however, condone the
manner in which the report was compiled, or the contents
therein.
We seriously question why no one outside of the ad
ministration was asked to contribute to this "total view of
Assumption College." Certainly Editor John LaPlante was
guilty of a great error in this regard; not only is his pers
pective limited, but much of his actual information is in
accurate, and some of hi? statements are completely untrue.
Especially disturbing was the section on student in
volvement. Was Mr. LaPlante really talking about Assump
tion College when he wrote, "there are few areas on camp
us in which students do not have a voice."? How could hq
forget that just nine days previous students had to be told
by way of another special issue what the administration
would not tell them?
• n AWMWgh the 65th Anniversary Report might be finan
cially beneficial to the college, it cannot help but have a
dangerous effect on the college community.' If we have
problems, we should recognize them as such, and honestly
say that we are searching for solutions. But the adminis
tration has again tried to pretend that there are no prob
lems on our campus, and that no mistakes have been made.
It is now obvious that another mistake — the 65th
Anniversary Report — has been made. We call upon Mr.
to J0in our academic community before he makes
another.
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To the Editor:
Congratulations! The Jefferson Airplane weekend
was a resounding success. I think the students may
have given the faculty and the administration an
object lesson in cooperation by masterminding so
complex an operation as a weekend which brought
to the campus thousands of students from other
campuses and which involved nationally-knownperformers, as well as the local police and our own
students. It would be hopeless for me to try to single
out individuals for particular praise, but from the
reports I have had from Mr. Wotruba and Dr. Boyd
(both of whom performed above and beyond the
call of duty that weekend), Mr. Harvey, Dr. Dufault
and a captain of the Worcester police, I can only
say that the hundreds of student volunteers who
helped in everything from selling tickets, to park
ing automobiles, to feeding the police, to manning
the stations at the dorm entrances, to acting as
guides to the visitors in those dormitories, to
cleaning up the dining hall, the gym and the property
in general — deserve a big and loud "well done."
The performers were heard to say that they
had rarely been so well and appreciatively received.
The "paying customers" were heard to say that
"they got their money's worth and more." Even
the neighbors, with two exceptions, were agreed that
"the thing had been carried off in fine style."
I must admit that it was a particularly pleasing
experience for me to accept the congratulations
of the Presidents of the other area colleges for
the way in which you students had organized and
followed through on such a delicate and complex
operation. This pleasure was all the greater since
a few days previously I had had to apologize to
them and to their business managers for indiscre
tions done by the very same students. The comment
of one of these presidents may be appreciated by
Assumption's students. "Every time I begin to feel
that the generation gap is unbridgeable, the stu
dents do something spectacular to remind me that
it is not at all unbridgeable from the students'
side. By something spectacular, I mean something
which calls for an amount of forethought and tact
which I usually find only in those who have been
knocked around for many years."
I wish I could have said it as well, but since I
have never been adverse to borrowing anyone
else's good thoughts, I would like to make them
mine on this occasion.
Sincerely,
Geo., a.a.

from "Uncle Wiggley". The Faculty section I am
sure embarassed even the faculty. The Graduate
School and Evening College sections were outright
Utopian. The possible savior of the group, The Two
Institutes, had potential but no force. It lacked,
simply, depth. The last section, Assumption Col
lege Tomorrow, is so much of a dream it does not
even warrant opinion.
One last comment I would like to make is that
if the true Assumption College lies between these
twentythree pages, I feel disappointed that I came
here, sympathetic to those who accept this, de
pressed for future unknowing students, incredibly
amazed that some would allow this to be published,
and angry at myself for not doing more to change
it. However,....let me assure you that this is not
Assumption College.
So I end here as a happy man who's no fool and
knows who the fools are.
Sincerely, I am
Christopher Deegan
P.S. Seventeen-Thousand copies?

Dear members of the "community,"
Finding myself unsuccessful in either exprssing my thoughts or meeting enough people who
actually care to think along my lines, I now feel
it is time to give it another try using other means.
I write now not as a philosophical rhetorician,
but as a student interested in creating a better
Assumption College.
We, the "community", find ourselves struggling
to acquire an identity. We also find ourselves
struggling on the less noble-material level. In
discussions with various students and faculty
members, I've found that we are all interested in
making Assumption College worthy of being des
cribed as a community. We're failing, however,
to enforce the best methods to alleviate existing
material aggravations-or rather to recognize that
such aggravations must be alleviated.
In order to mate Assumption College a showplace now, many people even fail to recognize that
such very important, very material problems do
exist on our campus. Let me now try to apply what
I believe to a concrete example.
A recent decision was made by the Student Per
sonnel Policy Committee to move the girls into
triple rooms in the first completed dorm. The
process of decision was very democratic but this
is not what bothers me. The reasons behind the
decision, however, do bother me. It seems that for
Assumption College for Women to be truly a coor
dinate college, the women (?) must be physically
residing 500 yards away from the rest of the
"community." Granted, in order to achieve, a goal
we must work toward it in every way possible.
We should, however, first realize what the goal is
and then create the physical atmosphere that is
necessary. Our striving for a goal must be in
conjunction with our improving the now-existent
physical aggravations in the best way possible.
Let us realize that it is these aggravations
which will hinder any progress toward our goal. Fin
ding itself less than a year old, Assumption
College for Women does not now have its own
identity. Without realizing first what this goal of
an identity should be, the S.P.P.C. is trying to
build for it. I suggest that identity cannot be man
ufactured; it must be recognized, worked for, and
achieved (in that order).
We who are part of the "Assumption Colleges"
have failed in two wasy: a. in seriously workii*
together to establish an identity for ourselves;
b. in alleviating present aggravations and incon
veniences properly. In light of this, let us take
care and not direct our aims too far into the longrange lest we lose touch with the needs of students
now in the process of education, and the atmosp
here they require. Also, let us not call ourselves
a community before we actually are.
Thank you for your patience in readily my letter,

TO THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
NOVEMBER 11,1969
After reading carefully and completely the "Spe
cial 65th Anniversary Report" on Assumption
College, I would like to make some observations
as to its content and effect.
May I say that, as an advertisement, it hardly
began to sell the product. Furthermore, if one is to
sell a product which is presuming itself to be
distinguished and highly regarded, one does not
give the protrait of a struggling institution reach
ing for financial aid. Finally, the supplement was
ill-written (falsely in part) and disorganized.
My second observation is concerned with the
content of the article. Several items are ambigu
ous, lacking in depth, not wholly true, or outright
false, eg. "Students chose their own Resident Ad
visors", "Its (Assumption's) administration and
faculty are making more courses and more intensive
courses available to students...", "....a Foreign
Affairs lecture Series and a Humanities Series
which bring distinguished authorities in both fields
to Assumption", "At Assumption it is a close
relationship with students because the ratio of the
faculty to students is one to twelve", and examples
could continue.
A third observation brings me to the use of
language, lacking a sense of intellegence. eg. "It
is here (Assumption) that the salesman, the clerk,
the housewife and the professional man may reach
•Sincerely,
with perseverance, for the stars", "Contributions
Paul Proulx '70
trickled in from...clerics lite CardinalSpeUman"
To the Editor:
contributions poured in to the tune of..."'
Reflection on Moratorium Day - THE LAST
No shrinking violet, the college...", "It (As HURRAH
sumption) has a hope and a dream and with the
When Johnny comes marching home again,
highest of motives, it win fulfill them". Again hurrah....hurrah....
examples could continue.
To a far off land, Johnny went with a gun on his
My fourth point would be one of lack of depth shoulder fighting for what was "right."
in the article. Examples are rampant and exist
We'll give him a hearty welcome then,
in every seperate section of the supplement, eg. hurrah....hurrah....
Assumption College Today offered no inkling to
There was nothing wrong with that. After all, his
the true campus life and activity. Instead it was daddy was in the "Big One" and grandfather
a cry from the underdog for sympathy and recog fought and died in the "War to end all wars."
nition. The Lay-Cleric Board of Trustees section
The men will cheer, the boys will shout,
was overburdened with plaudits for the 'men with
Also as a child, his parents bought him a toy
the decisions'. Perhaps the most unabashedly naive gun, gas mask and various other implements of
section was Student Involvement. Not only is it war. And after all, television taught him how to
grossly overstated and euphemistic but your de kill "with out leaving any signs."
partment took the liberty to note with interest the
The ladies they will all turn out
conference sponsored by the International Relations
He
also saw people lining streets to honor men
Club two years ago; the same conference you labeled
as 'unsuccessful". The Assumption and the Com with medals, medals given for killing. And he
munity section will receive recognition with a sen wasn't the least bit distrubed when the boy down
the block asked him, "How many Japs did your
sitive tear for the 'good guy'award. The college of daddy
kill?"
pictures
in the Campus Experience section
And
we'll all feel gay when Johnny comes
present us with an unusual combination; stupidity
and a collection of captions seemingly borrowed
cont. pg. 3, col. 3
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First in a Series

Black at Assumption - Where is It?
by DJ. Erler
Instructor in Political Science

of our region. This means of course,
nificantly to the good h
"Black at Assumption," the subject on whichJ_
end Assumption (and will attend it in
le nature and ^at ttiembk students who
ed to write, must, I think, be approached^
ified academically toj>ursue the kind
cial, political, •MPfoti^rmust be fully!
foundation of higher education as
this also means that cM students
the specific of chf^^^^^offere^herej
economic, and cultural character of1
ensitized, in a wlAthey have not previously been senature of eur- shou
role of this college in the New Eng
contributions', of black men and women to the
to improve sitized to
rent race relations and attempts
The areas should be clear ; educational experiAmerican way
and in order, let
those relations in our country. B
upon a dialectecai discussion process, as surely it
ences which dej
us undertake these considerations.
uire thd jmufci&l respect and understanding of
America is most peculiar, does at Assumj
A. The function of the univer^F
ally, this means several course community which supports all participants
It is highly isolated from the rest
Md say that defense contracts e$ in "black studies",
it, encourages its existance (somi
not imply in any way the
stitutions refute this conten- loss of the liberal arts character
at many of our best private and
liege.
tf reasons which require parman in America does not
tion, but I would disagree for a rf
C. As is well known, tftMymfj
time). Except in the cases live the life of the typical white
ticular development at a more ap
s often isolated into welle, law, engineering, and ele- defined subcommunities, is frequen
and he lacks opportuniof direct professional training (
ever, our institutions do not ties available to the large body of
tion. As such, the Amerimentary and secondary teachin
for the purpose or imme- can Negro has not been
in the same way that
not in the strict sense, provide
ucation is still dominated, certain other ethnic grou
Integration, which'
diate employment. That is, Ameri
cept of "liberal education". ,1 believe to be the onl;
American race relaperhaps decreasingly, by the tra"
_ relatively small colleges con- tions, probably requires
part of black and
This is especially true of the hun
reciatP
gfcfojrHsvhole man", which means, white alike, of the heritage
In some cases
sciously dedicated to .the trainin
fAmer,
•int®grlited curriculum exempli
and many rein practice, a dedication to the "
of bias
this could mean a temporary fo
is approach is
fied here at Assumption. In retu^^^the support of the community
iwevi
quire a period of inverse discrimi
worsen, not imat large (the fact is well known that tuition supplies a relatively small
fraught with dangers to black and wh
approaches to the
percentage of the budgetary requij^^^g^Lm^^Meges). American
prove, race relations. I would think that shor
(e. g., improved
academic institutions provide the;gmSm5idly wuj| educated (not nec
problem are outside the role of the universit
became the leaders housing, jobs, medical care, and the like),
term approach,
essarily "trained") men and worn
tion from both however, places the American university in
in politics, religion, the arts, "
_ e role of providand wothe college and the community^pe^pBffigj-.ls
ing the kind of education for all students required for black integra
the Ame- tion into American society.
men will contribute to the develop,
tation has not
rican way of life, in all of its
The expectation of the American founding fathers was that dif
in the area ferences among men in this country would be based primarily on own
been satisfactorily met (some
rs of the Ame- ership of kinds of property, not amount of property. In all prior demo
of the relationship between the
cracies, they claimed, class distinctions between rich and poor created
rican community.
d most of
B. Assumption College, draw
conditions of insolubilty which made civililzed existance impossible.
e espe- The kind of inability and loose social stratification which their expec
its financial support from the
as a res- tation demands has not been met in the case of the American Negro.
daily from the area immediatel;
The res- In the long run integration will depend upon the education of all peo
ponsibility primarily to this pa
cha
ponsibility is to be met within tl
ple to a full acceptance of a racially mixed citizenry. Assumption's in
racter of the college. Assumptib
volvement should be that of providing education for the kind of people
ose who will solve, in the long run, the problem of race relations in Ameri
nities in particular must be tha
black students within this area
ca.

all students
to

//

nsitized.f.
ns of black men and women

Potpourri

dJki 6M ...
Special anniversary issue

it's that time again...blotted out of existence by the forum of the
last issue, we're back again to spread the word....notice they've
moved us to page 3....off the editorial page....
and oh! that special issue....i can see where you'd mistakenly think
your first obligation is to the students...even i fall into that trap
sometimes....but i work with budgets long enough and i can control
myself....and then there was good ol' oscar, again left holding the bag
while georges took off for the weekend...i don't know what's happened
to gerald and Charles...they were always such GOOD boys....i'm very
disappointed....so were we, oscar ol' kid....has georges completely
taken you over to his side?....c'mon, speak to us...you're our academic
dean...we promise we won't tell anyone you're communicating....
one of the major additions to the public affairs office is a new stereo
tape system....laplante has it set to play back every five minutes the
chorus from strawberry fields...."nothing is real...nothing to get hung
about"....it sorts of sets the mood for the whole department down
there....
seriously though, we the editors of potpourri would like to say that
the publication of the 65th anniversary issue came as "a shock and
disappointment" to us....such blatant lies must be considered "a
most serious breach of confidence by all persons of integrity"....
we "do not conceal our disappointment at the editorial decision to
publish the material....and we consider the entire affair "hardly
mature or responsible."
for those of you who have the 65th issue handy, here's the true run
down of the pictures inside...page two...one immediately is struck by
the grand smile of our father president....looking at his new air con
ditioner which helps him keep his cool...page 3, georges and oscar
discussing the agreement between the college and the Worcester police
....surprised by the photographer, georges desperately tries to hide
the document behind his back...failing to do so he instructs the photo
grapher that the picture must be cropped to include just a head and
shoulders view...page 4, top photo shows the old campus BEFORE the
tornado....lower picture shows artist's conception of the Salisbury street
campus AFTER the reign of father alexis babineau, campus planner...
page 5, at first glance, the photo seems to be a glimpse of the new
cafeteria addition...ACTUALLY, it is the sophomore common room
wall after a recent party...one of the class officers began to relay the
bricks..however, he was so crocked he couldn't finish...that's him
hanging to the left of the ladder...
page 6 apd 7, smiling faces..respectable men all...do they look like
they need $400 more?
page 8...senior terry macy points out where first series of molotov
cocktails will be thrown this weekend....dr. mar ion looks on, trying
desperately to understand this strange hippie that has wandered into
cont. pg. 4, col. 3

marching home.
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You see, Johnny is not over there because of
one man's committment, or even an administra
tion's promise. Johnny is over there because of
a nation's warped preoccupation with war and
what war means.
Carl J. Guillory
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the Bluff for publishing
the 65th Anniversary Report which appeared as
a supplement in the Worcester Telegram.
Richard Diedrichsen
To the Editor:
In regard to tne advertising supplement con
cerning Assumption College (November 9, 1969),
there exists a distinct misrepresentation of the
situation on campus. For instance, "the ratio of
faculty to students is one to twelve". Numeri
cally this appears advantageous. However, there
are many classes which are extremely over
crowded, both in introductory and in upper level
courses. The picture indicating small classes
(p. 13, #16) is hardly representative of the average
class.
Throughout the article, the students share in
decision-making was overly stressed. The issue
of a $400 increase in yearly tuition was decided
on Oct. 17, 1969 by the Board of Trustees, a board
without student representation. The student body
was notified two weeks later, only because of the
pressure for clarification of such a rumor.
Another statement, "students have a voice in
campus planning", has yet to be proven true.
Presently, male students are crowded three in
a room with available space not being utilized.
Also, our supposedly co-ordinate college has.
taken on many features
of a co-educational
college without the consultation of the entire
male community.
It
was stated, "Students choose their own
resident advisors..." In truth, the resident ad
visors are appointed by the administration, and
assigned to each floor as the administration
sees fit.
Future plans as expressed are extremely id
ealistic and grossly impractical. For example,
it is expected that: 1) a residence for the re
ligious community; 2) a second dormitory clus

(continued)

ter; 3) conversion of the basement of the gym
to physical education facilities; and 4) a $7 mil
lion high rise office and classroom building,
will be completed by 1972. Construction on these
has not yet begun. However, until something is
completed, expected enlargement of the enter
ing classes will coimplicate the problem of over
crowded
classrooms with no solution im
mediately in sight.
These are some of the specifics presented in
the Nov. 9 supplement that poorly represented
the true atmosphere of the A.C. community.
Such propaganda should not be distributed with
out being placed into its proper perspective.
Sincerely yours,
Lawrence Marinelli
Letters to the Editor should be addressed to
"The

Forum"

PROVOCATEUR — Box 603
All letters must be signed though author's
name will be withheld upon request.
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President's Conference
Scheduled for Dec. 2
The Presidential "press conference" with Father
Georges will be held on Tuesday, December 2, 1969 at 9:15
p.m. in the auditorium of the Maison.

°thrt

GeorlM%t

tfrn?:63"0113

be

answered by

. 1) The "Special 65th Anniversary Report" appearing as
an advertising supplement to the Worcester Sunday Telegram
(November 9, 1969) did not, in the opinion of many students
and faculty members, present an accurate picture of Assump
tion College. The distortion of the truth, especially in the
section entitled "Student Involvement", reflects badly on
the Editor and all who contributed to this report. As Pre
sident of the College, what steps have you taken to insure
that such an unrealistic report will not be published again.
2) Why were the students not informed that the Board of
Trustees was considering methods of quelling mass distur- bances on campus? Why was not student or faculty opinion
sought on this matter?
3) The recent tuition raise puts Assumption slightly below
the fi.iancial level of Holy Cross. And yet our campus life
cannot in many ways (student services, library, etc.) compare
to the Cross. How do you justify the tuition increase in this
regard?
4) Could you comment on the letter sent to you from Dean
PROV^CATOJp®printed in the November 21st issue of the
5) Will the College continue to increase the size of its
Freshman class? How many Freshmen will be admitted
next year? Will any students oh campus be tripled again?
Will new dormotories be needed to house the expected in
creased number of resident students? Are any steps being
taken to build these dormatories?
6) What do you see as the basic problem of the Assumptionist Community which has caused the negative feelings
on the part of many students and faculty members?
<) What do you see as the priorities of your adminis
tration?
8) Do you foresee any major or minor structural changes
in the College in the near future?
9) Father, in your inaugural address you spoke of students
sharing "The vision which has lead (their professors) to
dedicate their lives to the pursuit of truth and wisdom."
Do you think Assumption now shares one common vision?
If so, what is it? More specifically, what is YOUR edu
cational ideal??? Do you think, judging from the Alumni
support of the last three graduating classes, that this vision
or ideal has been communicated?

Budget Meeting Allots
Club Appropriations
The budget meeting of the Student Government Association was
held on Thursday, November 11. Prior to the matter of the budget
itself, President Chuck Harvey told the S.G.A. that Dean Wortruba
is working on a plan to serve late breakfast either in the cafeteria
or in each dorm. It was decided that the dorm council should
handle the matter.
The ten voting members present then considered the S.G.A.
budget. With $10,521.34 unalloted funds in the treasury, the S.G.A.
approved the following funds with little discussion:

Administrative Expense (of S.G.3L)
$400!^
The Bluff (with promise tihree
issues) $30.
Cinema Committee
$100. additional
Judo Club
$480. additional
Rifle Club
$133.
$15. loan
Saint Luke Society
$138.
Student Art Collection
$1000. additional
Cheerleaders
$252.
Communitas
$30.
Glee Club
$50.

Dean Suggests Restructuring
Board of Trustees, Councils
November 11, 1969
Dear Father Georges:
Ideally, the three major groups in a College — faculty, students and administration — work to
gether toward a set of clearly identified educational goals. Practically, the ideals are often frustrated
by a lack of agreement upon goals and by separating the three major groups into competing power
groups. Presently, both of these causes of frustration exist here at Assumption College.
As the Dean of Students of the College, I feel that it is my responsibility to raise questions and
to act as a catalyst for the community. With this thought in mind, I would like to suggest the fol
lowing recommendations with the idea of drawing the College together and providing participation and
fair representation for all members of the community so that we can begin to operate more efficient!}
and effectively.
1. The makeup of the Board of Trustees should be altered to include at least two students and
two faculty members as participants.
2. Reform the governance and decision making structure of the College for greater flexibility,
responsiveness, and participation by persons right on the scene and most affected by
th<J
decisions.
3. include members of the three sections of the community on all decision-making bodies: res
ponsibility is best learned by participating in making decisions that affect a person's own
4. Open up all the lines of communication; that is financing, admissions, academic and service
areas.
5. Break the circles of force by having everyone pull together. Prevent polarized groups from
developing by establishing oombiped committee and structures.
^ _ Before we can begin to implement the above suggestions, we have to have a common base to
operate from and towards. Thiis calls for a Constitutional Convention made up of faculty, students, par
ents, alumni administrators and trustees. From this gathering should come a set of goals asd objectives
that we all can group together and strive for. This does not require an overweighting of the students'
role; it does demand opportunities for everyone to talk and think together, to reflect more comprenensively on the strengths and inadequacies in our present scheme and to invent and implement ways
of making Assumption more humane and thus stimulating facilitators of personal growth. The above
approach isn t guaranteed to provide all the answers — but at least it asks the right questions — a
healhier foundation than we nave so far utilized.
J
I wait your reactions to these needed questions.
Sincerely,
R1CHAIRD T. WOTRUBA
Dean of Students

Potpourri
cont. from pg. 3
his office....our notorious editor glances over this week's set of con
fidential documents
page 9, tim savage looks on as sen. William proxmire speaks at the
ire conference....later proxmire collected his speaker's fee, and savage
got his
page 10, dr. doyle speaks with lawyers about the supposed misuse of
funds for the conference on page 9....
pages 12, 13....photo #2...academic tradition my ass (....that's pere
paul telling dirty jokes again....photo #5...students pitch in to help the
carpenters raise the first of three new dormotories on the hill....photo
#15...our arts editor pins a rose on one of the coeds...under her breath
she's saying...."stick me again with that damn thing and i'm going to
clark"....photo #16...clemente reads over malloy's shoulder to help
him with his german....zick stares on...photo #19, our beloved sports
editor just happened to be caught off guard in the driveway....
page 14, our faculty advisor...even in a tie I
page 15, roger tr'ahan, receiving his instructions from mission
control as to how he should vote at the next sppc meeting...his ear
phones are on a direct hotline to THE air-donditioned office...
finally, page 22, reverend father alexis babineau pointing out some
of his more grotesque mistakes as campus planner...as you see we
have only experienced stage b of his comedy of errors...stages c and
d are expected to be completed by mid-january....
it's all education today for service tomorrow
if there is a tomor
row...peace.
N.S.S.
In addition, following a brief debate, the Worcester Club was
granted $200. to set up a contigency fund in order to get the club
started.
An 0f the above approiations were recommended by
the Finance Committee headed by Dave Korb.
The S.G.A. voted to permit the Drama and Music Committees
to co-sponsor a food-strike.
Each student would be asked to
sign over a one meal on a specific day at the cafe and eat else
where in order that the money from these meals could be given
to the Committees. In a brief speech stressing the need for the
strike, Dave Harvey emphasized that the strike would help raise
necessary funds for the Arts Committees and would also bring
the necessity of supporting arts on campus to the attention of
the students.

Mobilization Committee Plans
To Concentrate on Campus
The Assumption College Mobili
zation Committee was organized
following the October 15 morato
rium by Russell Eckel, Charles
Zaremba, Dr. Michael True and
Thomas Begley. It was originally
founded as an educational organiz
ation with its purpose to make
the Assumption community aware
of the political problems facing
this country and to iniate dialogue.
Chairman Russ Eckel said that
he cannot deny the political aspect
of the committee, although there
are no specific political affili
ations. Political, social and eco

nomic issues cannot be separated
from education; infact, the campus
should be the center of dialogue
and action on such matters.
Now that the November mora
torium
and
the Washington
march are over, the Committee
plans to reapproach the SGA for
funds which will be used to cover
the costs of speakers, films and
leaflets. It was specified that no
funds would be used to support
off-campus organizations or acti
vities. Thus far the committee
has been financed by personal con
tributions.
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that the war is not the exclusive
issue and "concerned Americans
cannot take a vacation after the
war is over." They must work
to influence the entire foreign
policy of the nation and settle
on the problems facing the nation
In actuality the Mobilization as a whole.
Committee has not yet gotten under
way because efforts were concen
Eckel also said that the peace
trated on the national moratorium. movement cannot be written off as
Now the action will be concentrated a group of intellectual snobs or
on this campus. As Russ said, crazy radicals. Such name call
"There's certainly enough work ing tactics are the work of people
to be done right here." In the who don't want to look at the facts
plans for the future are speakers or are afraid to face the questions
and films, as well as debates and raised. However the peace move
discussions with students and ment, personified in the Assump
faculty participating.
tion College Mobilization Com
Although the primary concern mittee, is very real here and will
of the committee at the moment continue to be active until there
is the end of American involve is no further need.
ment in Vietnam, Russ stressed

NEW DORMS
cont. from pg. 1
T h e w o m e n h a d previously
chosen their roommates and had
chosen specific rooms by a lottery
last Sunday night. There were some
girls who did not want to more
into the available rooms and were
subsequently placed in lounges.
The alternative proposal discus
sed by the S.P.P.C. was for Senior
male students to move into the first
new dorm. Under this proposal
there would be thirteen triple
rooms (with lounges also used as
bedrooms). Some of the triples
would be voluntary. The resident
advisors' lounges would be used
to house two students and the wo
men would remain in Alumni Hall
until the second new dorm was
completed.
According to the present pro
posal, the seniors have first chota
of any room in Founders Hall, are
allowed to choose their own room
mates, and are assured resident:
in the third new dorm upon its
completion.
Finally, Fr. Alexis assured the
committee that the first dorm
would be ready by Saturday, Now
ember 22, and that adequate lighting would be provided along t he
road leading to the dorm complex

Next
Copy
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Dec. 8
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Evening Student Describes "2nd Class" Education
Since becoming a student at Assumption's St. Augustine Institute
I have observed the considerations and respect given to me and my fel
low student. From the beginning there has been very little communica
tion between those who attend the evening division of Assumption and
its extra-curricula activities.
, .
,
I realize the background of the founding of the program being of
fered to the St. Augustine students was to fulfill a need for additional
knowledge, acquiring a degree if desired and it was originally restrict
ed to "older adults" — those 25 and over. However, this division has
grown tremendously over the years and has even expanded to accom
modate people of all ages including some day-school students who need
certain basic requirements for graduation and can only fit these sub
jects into their schedule by attending our classes.
Last Spring it was announced that our dean's position — our only
spokesman with the hiarachy of the college — was not necessary and
was being eliminated, (rather merged) with many other departments,
under the guidance of one man, the new Vice President of the college,
Dr. Remick.
Shortly thereafter Mr. Ryan left and with him went the organiz
ation that was the backbone of the St. Augustine and graduate stu
dents. We could always manage to make an appointment with him
to discuss problems, future goals, or guidance.
-T_„ T
_
Having been attending the college by means of an NDEA Loan, 1
was aware by the end of May that the amount of money was more
diminished than last year. Since Dr. Remick had assumed the role of
head of the evening division I went to him to find out what my chances
were of receiving aid. I was particularly interested because whether
or not I could continue my education depended on receiving aid. At
this point I received a letter in response to my first personal meeting
with Dr. Remick telling me he could not promise anything yet.
Shortly after receiving this note (in June), I was at the college
to help a friend register and I first saw the upside-down condition
that the St. Augustine Institute was in. We were sent to three places
before we ended up in the Registrar's office where she received her
application. We were informed that there was no one who could tell
her what credits she could transfer, and that Dr. Remick was at school
but unavailable for appointments because of his overlqad of work,
I happened to meet Father Bissonnette on campus that day and
I mentioned my concerns. At this point he informed me that in his
opinion there would be no allotment to St. Augustine of NDEA funds.
This, along with a program which offers absolutely no scholarships to
students in St. Augustine Institute, sent me home to write to President
Nixon to ask for guidance. I was answered from the Department of
Health, Education & Welfare with a suggestion that I apply for a
Guaranteed Student Loan. Even though it did not offer the incentives
or benefits of NDEA, it would give me the opportunity to continue my
education.
I then visited the only bank in Worcester offering this loan;
filed an application and sent the verification of my enrollment to Law
rence Riordan to process. But Dr. Remick was not always around.
By August 15 I had not heard so I went to see if I had been ap
/ /

proved. It was then that I first learned that the college had not sent
back my verification slip. By the time I had reached the college with
a duplicate copy, Mr. Riordan told me he had traced down my original
one at the Registrar's office and that their procedure was to put the
evening school students' slips under those of the day school and they
hadn't gotten to it yet. This was not done with priority given to when
the papers were received but rather which division of the school it was
for. To me this was strike number 3.
Strike one: No further NDEA assistance on the part of the
school for evening students.
Strike two: No scholarships at all for St. Augustine or Graduate
students regardless of need.
Strike three: Even a verification paper had to wait until every
last day-school paper was processed.
Since Dr. Remick was unavailable all summer, I was sent to va
rious people for help and guidance only to be told — "You really
should see Dr. Remick about this". After a while, it didn't even mat
ter what I had a question about. The answer was the same: Dr. Re
mick.
Finally I did see Dr. Remick but even then, after all those months,
it was only at my insistance that he personally kept' this appointment
(he was on his way to an impromptu conference.)
I cannot see how this man can handle all his jobs and also add
this ever-growing demand to his schedule.
We need our own spokesman, guidance counselor and someone
who has the time to devote to the students who attend the evening
division whether on a graduate or an undergraduate level. In short,
we need our own Dean again!
We need someone who can keep us informed of what's going on
at the college other than in the classroom. Many of us want to be en
lightened by more than just textbooks and professors in classrooms.
We'd like to participate in professor-course evaluation and so on.
We'd like the hiarachy to know how we'feel. Many of us are tired
of being short-changed and of being Second-Class students who are
working hard for a first-class education.
Now is the time for an evaluation. So when Assumption is again
evaluating let them consider not how to cut corners on their evening
division but how to enhance it and its appeal. You can't keep cutting
back on those in an expanding program and hope it will continue to
expand. They're the key to building the evening division even more
and the more enrolled at this point, the more the college's financial
problems will be alleviated. We are highly motivated; many have re
turned after many years of being away from school and have outside
responsibilities, families and/or full time employment.
I was able to obtain the necessary funds and I am presently
enrolled. However, it was a tight squeeze — I received my approval
and the check for my tuition from the bank only two day before regis
tration (September 18).
(Mrs.) Blanche Blanchard
100 Vassar Street
Worcester, Mass. 01602

After a while, it didn't even matter what / had a question about.
The answer was the same.. Dr. Remick"

Communitas - Assumption's Dialogue with the City
BY GERRY WEGMER AND ttlCHAKD FURTADO
What is Communitas? Ask some Linda Quint, a member of the
Education Staff of the
around here and they'll tell you its Peace
some kind of subversive group, American Friends Service Center
others will tell you its another of Chicago, and Fr. Joseph
name for CCD. But ask anyone O'Rourke, a Jesuit teaching moral
who really knows what it is and theology at Loyola College, will
this is what you'll hear: "Com speak on the Draft. As of yet,
munitas expresses the students the dates haven't been finalized.
OFF CAMPUS ACTIVITY-The
concern with the community at
large and their willingness to take club is basicly off-campus or
a hand in solving the immediate iented. At present approximately
problems of the City." It's fun. 120 AssumptionStudents are work
I really enjoy it." "It fills a ing in 14 different programs all
definite need for helping people". over Worcester. These programs
"It's great practical experience are: CCD (in seven parishes), Boys
in community involvement. It gives Club, Boy Scouts, Big Brothers,
me a whole new orientation." These Head Start, Detention Center, State
are some students' reactions and Hospital, Our Lady of Mercy School
comments concerning the role of Rehabilitation Center, Nursing
Communitas in their College life. Home, YMCA, YWCA, Society of
Communitas, now the largest Friends and the International
In addition Several
club on campus, is an organization Center.
of students involved in and devoted students are involved in special
to community service and Chris cases related to family problems.
WHAT'S HAPPENING
AT
tian education. Founded in 1961,
the group was originally known as THESE PLACES? Well. . .
BIG BROTHERS — work with
the Confraternity of ChristianDoctrine. Two years ago, with more fatherless boys, on a one to one
programs and services offered, basis, boys needing friendship and
the name was changed to Com guidance.
BOYS CLUB—work with special
munitas.
ON CAMPUS ACTIVITY-Com interest groups, or tutoring on
munitas will, as in the past, be a one to one basis.
CCD — religious instruction in
sponsoring speakers this year.
CLUB DEVELOPMENT OVER THE YEARS

Year
'60-'61
'61-'62
'62-'63
'63-'64
'64-'65
'65-'66
'66-'67
'67-'68
'68-'69
'69-'70

School Enroll.
237
267
306
354
401
507
567
629
696
880

Active Members
20
26
32
41
36
35
33
47
72
120

Percent
8%
10%
/2%
12%
9%
7%
6%
10%
14%

bute pamphlets and materials ex
Rican families who have just moved
local parishes on both the grade
plaining the rights people have as
into the city.
school and high school levels.
WORCESTER TENANT ASSO tenants and how they can get what
HEAD START — work with pre
CIATION - need people to distri
cont. pg. 7, col. 4
schoolers on a one to one and
group basis during the morning
hours.
OUR LADY OF MERCY SCHOOL
work with mentally retarded child
ren and help in care and training.
YWCA - coffee house and coun
seling service.
WORCESTER STATE HOS
PITAL — recreation, socializing,
group work, and other activities.
BOY SCOUTS — work in local
troops and the organization of new
troops in various centers through
out the city.
REHABILITATION SERVICES a new program this year, work with
junior high and high school age
children.
SOCIETY OF FRIENDS -^work
in the city tutoring children on a
one to one basis, or working in the
recreation programs for these
same
neighborhood children.
Sponsored by the Local Quaker
Meeting.
WORCESTER
DETENTION
CENTER —work with troubled teens
on a one to one basis at the center.
Perfect as the elarter unit for your stereo system, the SA-500
YMCA — sports activities.
produces 44 watts of music power. Even at the height of the
1812 Overture, distortion ia lest than 0.5%. Two sets of
HELP WANTED- SECOND SE
Inputs plus outputs for speakers, tape recording, loudness
MESTER
contour and a headset jack make it tops In versatility. Com
CCD - teachers for grammar
bine It with Pioneer's high quality matching TX-500 tuner fer
school, Auburn, Monday Afternoons
a new dimension in listening pleasure.
3:30-4:30 p.m. Belmont Street,
Saturday, 9:00-10:00 a.m.
ONLY $99.95
HEAD START —Volunteers any
COME IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION
morning of the week 9:00-12:00.
SOCIETY OF FRIENDS -need
tutors Thursday Afternoons, 3:00HIGH FIDELITY ASSOCIATES
4:00 p.m.
HELP WANTED - NEW PRO
119 Highland St., Worcester
GRAMS FOR SECOND SEMESTER
Phone 799-5621
SPANISH CENTER - Needs
people to work with the Puerto

The MIGHTY Mite
0UTPERF0RMER!

AD PIONEER" SA-500

Solid State Integrated Stereo Amplifier
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the jefferson airplane
jefferson airplane you are the
crown of creation in my eye i
go back to the concert in the
Assumption gym november 8 1969
a monument a dream a translove
dream a national group (an air
plane, a translove airlines hits
assumption) while waiting in line
if you were one of the first after
a while you looked around and
saw people all around your head
you went inside the gym they were
a field on the floor on bleachers
on blankets Woodstock smell and
Woodstock feel carry the air of
revolution 5000 people or so both
shows you had to see both shows
back to back to feel the dream to
ride the sky jefferson airplane
(fly translove airlines get you
there on time) and no warmup
was needed but there is no better
warmup for audiences than paul
pena blues band paul pena talent
has shown on at concerts at clark
at assumption at everywhere paul
pena is jeffersonairplane(wewere
waiting we are still waiting we
wait no more) lights go down
head lights go on head lights show
(a colorismatic magic trip) the air
plane are here to play Paul kantner impressive blues west coast
blues with his impressive self
Jorma Kaukonen so great with the
Che Guevara on his t-shirt with
revolution on his guitar Marty Balin so high and wide eyed and wide
voiced Jack Casady on his bass
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assumption college

trip and then Grace slick (dont
ever change lady he likes you that
way) in indian blanket and indian
braids the show is a quilting of
their repertoire theirselves some
early white rabbit some early

atom world and bomb planet and
the innocence that still exists on
earth in people fat angel was
written for airplane by donovan
(on wings of love) fly translove
flv transex fly transrevolution I

3/5 of a mile in 10 seconds some
somebody to love updated a n d
dedicated to pat and richard nixon
some gentle martha and shaking
greasy heart two beautiful pooneils
(house at pooneil corners and you
and me and pooneil) gentle poo
comes alive with gentle ungentle
grace and says so much about the

will never forget the beauty and
together of volunteers especially
at the first show when dedicated
to bobby seale and everybody in
the front stood up and raised their
fists and held hands as airplane
sang hey whats happening in the
streets got a revolution got to re
volution and then they sang we can

be together and they were togethefand we were together and we tore
down the walls and grace slick
told them to get up against
the
wall
dont you know
they are the vanguard of the re-

photo by 6. Fournior
volution of we the jefferson air
plane are the revolution how many
concerts how many concerts can
carry you up to there the way
jefferson airplane can jefferson
airplane we love you we love you
you love the way you love i go back
i go back to the concert at the
gym i will never forget the feel

11-8-69
by James Gallant
of dancing in the streets got a
revolution got to revolution come
on all you people now standiig
round (mark rudd why dont you
listen to the airplane; dont you
know the airplane is the revolu
tion a big ball is the earth about
it are jorma, marty, spencer,
paul, jack and grace especially
grace they are the earth opera
they are the volunteers who will
have the planet listen closely dont
you hear the drum of revolution
listen dont you hear the feel of
revolution jefferson airplane (no
youre not old) jefferson airplane
(go on smiling baby wide) put
down your lives put up your fists
put up you hey whats happening
in the streets got to revolution
got to revolution a revolution hap.
pened at assumption the night of the
concert it was a revolution of (incence and baloons) it w a sa
revolution of together beauty dont
you remember one pill makes you
larger and one pill makes you
small and the ones that ask alice
when shes ten feet tall as grace
slick said you drug ones are the
ones they loved you assumption
they were good for you you are
lucky they were here for they are
the vanguard of we thank you
social committee dont be afraid to
try it again for once you did
remember the airplane tear down
the wall we can be together.

"hey what's happening in the streets
got a revolution got to revolution

/ /

Students in National War Protest.. Some Impressions

bilization march in protest of the war in Vietnam. Most student went
by pnvate cars. In their return, several students were asked by the
PROVOCATEUR to express their impressions of the demonstration Folf or The Events

®

by SiX students who were in

Washington

Everyone who went to Washington feels something now that was
not there r riday morning. There was generally a non-violent and valid
display of opposition to Administration policies. There was a tremen
dous unity (a feeling — a politcal Woodstock). In that regard it
was fantastic. There were good speakers and good groups represented.
All factions, including the SDS and YSA got their satisfaction. Those
who wanted violence got violence; those who wanted non-violence got
non-violence, to some extent. The violence was created by an extreme
minority (2-3,000 people out of 300,000). There were many who were
sympathetic to those involved in the action at the Justice Department
(myself included). In general the purpose of non-violence was fulfilled
though the violence may have marred this purpose, it would be ridi
culous to say that it in any way overshadowed the purpose. Unfortu
nately there will be those (in the administration and the press) who
will use the violence at the Justice Department against the whole day,
which shows a particular narrow mindedness.
BUSS ECKEL
The city police were reasonably friendly. There were only two
big incidents with thousands of kids present in Washington. The vio
lence was not necessary but was probably inevitable with such a large
crowd. The Mobe march showed that everyone was willing to stand
up for what they believe regardless of wether Nixon recognizes it
Generally, there was little antagonizing; everyone was really nice.
(Name Withheld by Request)

O-K- Washington was cool. It was one big party. The Non-violent
Mobe showed they had backing but nevertheless Dick Nixon still
watched the game Saturday afternoon. Everyone put down the mili
tant "few". Well I was sort of the "few", but I tell you now there was
maybe 10,000 few. Don't try to wipe them away. They are growing.
But don't join them or the pacifists. Be both. Forge ahead, with non
violent civil disobedience when it's helpful, but don't let the big busi
ness power people's police push you up against the wall. Let them
know that you won't buckle under to their force. Tell 'em the key to
revolution is non-violence but when they start something we have to
prove to them we're not kidding around. I stress the point that guns
are not the only way. They're just a part, maybe 1% of the whole.
We ve had enough marches. A third party would make up a majority
of the whole. Violence won't work as the major portion of a Revolu
tion. Neither is moving off to a farm and dropping out. They are just
parts. The key to revolution is infiltraton as someone put it, psychic
guerilla warfare.
DAVE BOWES

Basically, I feel that for such a tremendous amount of people'
present in Washington, the Mobilization events went off very welL
The Marshalls especially are to be complimented for keeping the crowd
orderly and organized. There was a small faction who were violent,
but this was not the general concensus. Not only was it a political
Woodstock, but a tremendous mutual experience: I consider it matur
ing, enlightening almost a confirmation of my feelings. One must real
ize that when kids are traveling 16-17 hours or more to be in a march
against war, they are putting their convictions on the line. They are
really making an effort and one that should be listened to. In all I
found my part in Washington a personally enriching experience
ART BROMIRSKI
Washington changed my thinking completely; it made my think
ing more peaceful, less violent. I was personally turned off by the
violence that went on. The people who participated in the violfehcd
were a minority and the violence could have been avoided. At Dupont
Circle on Friday night, it was hard to tell the difference between the
SDS and yippie demonstrators and the National Guard.
DICK TREMBLAY
There seems to have been some criticism concerning the occur
rences at the Justice Department levied at myself and my compatnots.
I would first ask whether or not these critics consider the Vietnam
mese war a symptom of our society or simply an aberration of it and
once it is ended all will be well.
LO?K UP°N it: as an aberration if one were to look
AT
at it individually. However, collectively, all the little Vietnams
(Korea, Lebanon, Laos, Dominican Republic, Thailand etc) that
have come and gone since the end of World War II, spell out a symp
tom of a sick society that would send its young to kill and be killed
whenever its economicgiants are threatened. Peace in Vietnam is fine.
It is of primary importance. However, even if 5,000,000 people would
have marched peacefully in Washington, nothing would have been
changed. Nixon could still ignore it. He cannot ignore illegal violence
much as we cannot ignore the legal variety (police, Vietnam etc.). If
those numbers of people who had marched peacefully Saturday had
v, confronted and possiblv 'liberated' the Justice Dept.; they
have forced Nixon S bancf, forced him to recognize the will of
the people and forced hntt realize that he cannot ignore a revolution
on his very doorstep.

td

To sum up, a Justice Dept. occupied by 2,000 people can do far
more than any legally condoned and peaceful march by any number of
P«Ple"ArOU
.tJ}°se peaceful marchers if they think they've
affected Nixon
Mivrm one iota? Nixon himself answered that question a
month ago.

MIKE SHEEHAN
JOHN SEVTVAS
KENNETH KOZIKOWSKI
MARK DUESEL

A.C. Harriers Finish Year
with 8-8-0 Final Record

BY ROD GAUVIN
Midway through a season marred
iy injuries, inexperience and bad
ireaks, the cross country team
ound itself in a slump with a
roeful three wins, seven losses
ecord. The outlook was bleak
.s the teams remaining on the
ichedule included such formidable
ipponents as Stonehill, Fairfield,
lew Haven and Barrington.
The harriers however refused
o accept a losing season, finishng with eight wins, and eight
osses, and closing with five vicories out of a possible six wins,
osing only to perennially powerul Barrington.
The success of the harriers
night well be attributed to the

Fr. Georges
Responds to
SGA Proposal

>f Trustees of students
and
acuity members, I can only say
hat the Board of Trustees has
n its bylaws a procedure for the
ilection of Trustees and that the
inal decision on the request of
he S.G.A. wiU have to rest with
he Board.
Fr. Bissonnette went on to say
hat he doubted "the wisdom of
ncluding faculty members in the
equest of the S.G.A. without a
rior consultation, at least with
tie officers of the Academic Seate. In your poll of the student
ody, you may wish to amend the
lotion in such a way as not to
reempt the iniative of the faclty, should it so decide.
Concerning the request for a
ritten report of the benefits stuents would receive next year
ith the $400 tuition increase,
r. Georges said he would "pre(r to answer that particular queson as one of those treated in
ie press conference," Tuesday,
ecember 2, at 9:15 P.M.
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maturing of three very capable
freshmen, Larry Desmairais, Bill
Connelly, and George McNamara,
with steady improvement, closed
the gap between first and fifth
runners, climaxing the season by
closing the gap between themselves
and the Assumption College num
ber one runner. However, this is
not to overlook the outstanding
season that Jack Churchill had.
Jack consistently placed first for
Assumption, running more than
a minute faster than any Assump
tion runner ever had before. Junior
Bob Gardener will certainly not be
forgotten for his consistent efforts
as Assumption's number two man.
The rest of the squad realized a
great improvement, especially Jim

French Soiree Creates
Parisian Atmosphere

Weslowski, Maurice "M.F." Har
mon and Rick Panelli. The atti
tude of the team as a whole was
laudable as their spirit carried
them over the rough spots.
The outlook for next year is
very bright as all of the squad
except for senior Ed Rogers wiU
be returning. A winning season
and a big one is evident for the
harriers next fall.
A special note of recognition
goes out to Coach Ted Paulaskas
for the commendable job he did
at the helm this year. Captain
BUI Humbert's leadership was
also invaluable and Rene Matthieu
should also be recognized for his
consistent service to the team
as manager.

Wore. Club Seeks Room
For Day Student Use
On Tuesday, November 18, the
Worcester Club met to discuss
their request for a room on cam
pus with Father Alexis Babineau,
campus planner, and Mr. Richard
Wotruba, Dean of Students. At
the request of the two admini
strators present, Jim Cuccaro,
President of the Worcester Club,
outlined the reasons why the club
has requested that some space
on campus be allotted to them.
Cuccaro said that there is a
need for a place where non-re
sident students can go and eat
lunches which they have brought
with them. It was also stated
that the proposed room would pro
vide the non-resident students with
storage space for books and gym
equipment, a place to congregate,
for the purposes of conversation
and study. The room would also
be used for meetings of the Wor
cester Club.
Father Alexis stated that the
addition to the cafeteria will pro
vide enough space for non-re
sidents to also eat there, but he

did not know if the non-residents
would be allowed to bring their
own lunches into the cafeteria.
Cuccaro stated that this would
not completely solve the problem,
since the non-residents also want
a place where they can meet and
talk with others after eating.
Father Alexis replied that there
was no one spot on campus that
would fulfill all of the needs pre
sented.
The discussion turned to a con
sideration of those places on cam
pus which might satisfy those needs
presented by the club. Cuccaro
announced that he had been
approached by the President of
the Sophomore class, who said that
if the club would help out with re
modeling expenses they could share
the Sophomore common room with
the members of that class. Other
suggestions discussed were the
possibility of the partitioning the
Founder's HaU rec haH and the
turning over of the two T.V. rooms
in the basement of Desautel's Hall
to the club.

Sunday evening, November 16,
a Soiree Francaise was held in the
Maison Auditorium, sponsored by
the French Club. The Soiree fea
tured improvisations and short
scenes performed in French by
Patrick Dolan, Glenda Salminen,
Norma Cirincioni and Paul Ber
nard.

C0MMUNITAS
cont. from pg. 5

is rightfully theirs.
Our program offers a challenge
-not an escape from the city - but
a "see-change". We, the mem
bers of the Community, are in
terested in the three cohstants
of the city-the city itself, its local
color or lack of it, and its people.
Our goal is dialogue with the city
and its people through human re
lationship and creativity. In short
our goal is knowing, understanding,
and helping the other man help
himself.
For further information about
Communitas, write to Richard
Furtado, Box 575.

Copy
Deadline
Dec. 8
VISIT
HIGHLAND
PHARMACY

68 Franklin St.

ran

Special 11 P.M. Showing
Friday & Saturday Only!
"THE

QUEEN"

A documentary film show

FOR PRESCRIPTIONS

PHONE 756-0954

ing a throng of female im
personators preparing for
and performing in the
drag Mjss America Con
test.

pius/Chpt. 3
Captain Video
$1.50

Worcester, Mass.
Opposite Friendly's

Nov. 28th & 29th Only!
John Lennon in

"How I Won the War"
plus/Chpt. 4
Captain Video
$1.50

Part-time help
WANTED
components helpful.

for information leading to the apprehension and conviction of

CALL

Contact: Norman Boucher

'fbuk*

104 Highland Street

$1,000 REWARD
guilty partes who damaged vending equipm ent in "B dorm",
Thursday, November 13, 1969.

The first of the scenes, "Rodgume et CorniUe", was a drama
by Jeannine Le Blanc and David
Salbrith. "Le Voyage de Mon
sieur Perichon", was a comedy
in which Paul Le Blanc, Frances
Friedman, Patrick Dolan, and
Norma Cirincioni took part. The
third sequence was a drama from
the book "Les Corbeaux" by Henri
Becque. Frances Friedman and
Anne Marie Chagnon played the
main characters. Between scenes,
Miss Beauvin sang while accom
panying herself on the piano. Later
in the evening, while the guests/
sipped wine and sampled a variety
of cheeses, Vincent Pelletier
played the guitar and sang French
melodies.
The evening's entertainment
ended with the group gathering
around the piano and lifting their
voices in song. For a few short
hours, the Salon was filled with a
Parisien atmosphere, and the effect
was truly.-' 'Formidable".

Knowledge of audio

Bruce Cole

Week of November 24th

Stereo

A turned on special!
Matinee only!
Beatles

"Yellow

CALL 832-4.1.11

Submarine"

$1.00

The Coffee House is yours.

Blue Ribbon Dairy, Inc.
Please support it.

755-0945
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photos by J. Fournier

the jefferson airplane
assumption college
november eighth
nineteen-hundred and
sixty-nine.
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